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Together, Eliza and the PAW Patrol 
will come to the ruff-ruff rescue!
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Get ready to roll with the PAW Patrol!

Follow the 
PAW Patrol in these 

THREE PAWsome adventures! 
Learn to be brave and face your 
fears, how to play fairly with 
others and work in a team.

Being Brave, 
Share, Care, Play Fair, 

Teamwork Saves the Day.





A 3 in 1 

      story book for

Eliza
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Hope you enjoy this book!
Lots of Love Uncle Sam xxxx

Eliza



Chase, Marshall, Zuma 
and Rubble are playing 
tug-of-war. Suddenly, 

Chase loses his grip… and 
his front tooth wiggles!

The Pups are 
excited. Eliza is 
excited too – if Chase 
loses a tooth, he will 
get a visit from the 
tooth fairy!

Chase doesn’t feel 
excited at all.  



Later, Ryder goes to check 
on Chase. Chase should see 
the dentist about his loose 

tooth, but he’s scared.  
Eliza feels bad that  

Chase is scared.

Across town, it’s time 
for Alex’s checkup at the 

dentist. But Alex tells his 
grandpa he’s too 

afraid to go! 

Eliza, can you see  
Alex hiding? 



Alex’s grandpa 
calls the PAW Patrol 

for help.

The pups and Ryder gear up and race to the rescue. 

Eliza follows them!

Alex still won’t budge. Ryder explains that everyone is scared 
of something – you just need to be brave. 



Ryder has an idea. If he can get the PAW Patrol to face things 
they’re scared of, maybe Alex will be brave, too. 

Ryder goes first and picks the thing that scares him most – 
brussels sprouts! Ryder is brave and swallows one down! 

Eliza cheers for Ryder.



Rocky is scared of water, so he asks Marshall 
to spray him with his hose. Rocky is brave and 

gets soaked through!

Rubble is afraid of 
spiders, so Ryder 
picks up a spider 

with a stick. Rubble 
is brave and lets it 

crawl down his nose!

Eliza thinks Rubble 
is very brave.



Marshall is scared of flying  
so Skye lifts him high into the air. 

Marshall is brave and soars past an eagle! 

Alex realises 
that if the pups 
can all be brave, 
then he can 
be too. Alex 
decides to be 
brave and go to 
the dentist.

Eliza cheers 
for Alex!



Ryder asks Alex if he 
can help one last pup be brave. 

Chase is afraid of the dentist too – but Alex can help. 

When they reach the dentist’s office, 
Chase and Alex bravely walk in together. 
Ryder and the pups cheer. 

They wait outside  
with Eliza.



After their 
checkups, the 
nice dentist gives 
Alex and Chase a 
sticker each. 

Chase can put his tooth under his pillow tonight.

The next morning, Chase wakes up to find a shiny new bone 
from the tooth fairy. It’s the best reward for being brave.

Eliza is happy for Chase, but doesn’t want a bone  
under their pillow!



Farmer Yumi is 
holding a special 

martial arts class. 
Today the PAW Patrol 
will try to earn their 
Pup-Fu yellow belts!

Are you ready to earn 
your Pup-Fu yellow  

belt Eliza?



Ryder helps the pups practise their moves in 
Farmer Yumi’s barn. 

Eliza practises their moves too.

Rubble jumps and kicks for a perfect paw smash. 



Rocky uses his 
recycling claw to 
spin a staff .

Eliza wants to 
see what Chase will do.

Skye’s Pup-Fu kick flies 
high and Zuma dives into 
a single paw balance. 

Marshall gets fired up for a 
pup-tastic pounce.



End of sample


